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Engelbert Ruoss & Andela Sormaz

Social Media and ICT Tools to
Manage Tourism in Heritage
Destinations
In recent years, ICT and social media have greatly influenced visitors’ behavior
and consequently this has resulted in negative impacts on the natural and cultural
heritage sites. Tourist destinations seek to attract even more visitors using ICT
tools, commercial internet platforms and social media.
The investigations undertaken in 2019 included examples of over tourism heritage sites which exceed permanently or periodically their Carrying Capacity and
show impacts from fast growing visitor numbers. Key tourism spots of selected
destinations in the World Heritage sites such as the Dolomites and Venice in Italy,
Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch in Switzerland, were analyzed on social media and
commercial travel websites. Studies of small destinations endangered by overtourism concerned the Verzasca valley in Switzerland, Trolltunga in Norway, and Scala
dei Turchi in Sicily, Italy.
The investigations show that the role of visual and social media in destination
marketing has gained enormous influence on traveler behavior in just one decade.
Especially in small heritage sites with insufficient or no tourism infrastructure and
business, the booming visitors flow results in overtourism and consequently in impacts to natural and cultural heritage, local economy and population. The combination of visual media (television, movies, short films or music clips on YouTube)
and social media presence can boost little or unknown sites periodically or seasonally.
The steadily growing tourism sector together with improved transportation and
decreasing travel costs have made Venice a top tourist destination. The increase of
visitors is in contrast to the decreasing number of residents. The exponentially growing social media presence corresponds to the rise of visitor numbers in just one
decade.
A social media analysis of the destinations in the Natural World Heritage site in
the Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch shows that numbers of hashtags, posts, and reviews are excellent indicators and tools to visualize over- and undertourism areas.
Communication through social media is especially useful for “undertourism” destinations with the need for tourism enhancement.
Media and ICT applications will have significant roles in new governance and
management models, supporting the distribution of tourist flows, balancing overand undertourism, in space and time. Measures to improve visitor management
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will be little effective if they are not part of an integrated tourism strategy including social media. A “heritage stewardship destination” model, focusing on quality
tourism which creates added values for local people and visitors, offers opportunities
to jointly engage in the conservation of their heritage, to improve their own living
standards and experience, and to share equally costs and benefits. A changed
tourism paradigm for heritage destinations has to respect local evidences and
involve all actors in the decision processes.

1 Background and Definitions
Tourism is all about satisfaction, curiosity, need for discovery, risk etc. It has been
changing and growing quite rapidly while often generating negative effects. The
main reason for over tourism is the growth rate of travelers: in 1950 – in total 25
million international arrivals were registered, in 2017 – in total 1.3 billion, until
2030 with a forecast 3.3% annual growth of around 1.8 billion tourists will cross
borders in 2030 (UNWTO 2011). It is expected that the most visited region in 2030
will be North-East Asia. Here, as well as across the other regions, it will be
necessary to support the need for traveling in a responsible and resilient way. Looking even further, in 2050, the tourism sector will need to take care of domestic
tourism arrivals with major growth in China and India (6 billion domestic trips).
Moreover, further changes in the potential of the world population anticipating in
tourism will result in traveling becoming a daily routine rather than tourism.
Some major changes have caused tourism to expand, such as growth of the global middle class, which can afford traveling, characterized by the income, which is
higher than the one necessary to cover basic needs. Distribution of the middle class
is dominating in China and India where the biggest changes can be expected in the
future. Transformation processes will be caused by the desire of the middle class to
participate in consumption and production. Some other major changes have caused
tourism growth such as increasing business and leisure travels, new mobility and
travel behavior (e.g. cruise travel, low cost flights, fast trains), ‘Hit and run’
tourism thanks to improved transportation infrastructures. Tourism has been
recently boosted by communication and marketing means, such as word of mouth,
newspapers, glossy travel journals and especially cinema, television and recently
social media like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. Influencers from show business or
online commercial services like TripAdvisor, Airbnb, Expedia draw colourful
pictures of tourism destinations for a worldwide audience. Good accessibility is a
major reason to become a so-called ‘Hit and run tourism’ destination, resulting
perhaps in overtourism – permanently or periodically – without gaining substantial
revenues (Ruoss/Alfarè 2013a).
Overtourism is seen as a dramatic scenario of mass tourism, endangering extraordinary heritage sites and tourism destinations (Ali 2016). However, mass
tourism has to be considered in relation to the infrastructure, capacities and the
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vulnerability of the sites. Frequently the number of visitors is exceeding the Carrying Capacity, attracting far more visitors it would allow. Tourism Carrying
Capacity refers to the number of individuals a given area can absorb within natural
and cultural heritage resource limits and without degrading the natural, social, cultural and economic environment for present and future generations. The United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) is furthermore underlining that
the number of visitors should not cause unacceptable decrease in visitor satisfaction
(Ruoss/Alfarè 2013b).
Sustainable tourism strategies seek to optimize, not maximize, tourism,
fostering conservation and protection of heritage and avoiding negative impacts.
Re-thinking product design while satisfying the same needs responsibly and sustainably and using the tools of promotion by tourism entities to promote the local
evidences and values will be crucial issues for tourism organisations. Limiting and
optimizing all tourism related business and creating benefit for local people will be
key, instead of increasing infrastructure and services, attracting even more tourists
and boosting revenues of investors. Recent studies show the consequences of
single sites getting exponentially more visibility and attraction, often without
having adequate infrastructures available. Over- and undertourism consequently
reflect human ambiguity between quantity and quality in tourism.
In the case of natural heritage sites or heritage cities, Carrying Capacity may
differ – some places might be overloaded while some other places need tourism
development. Negative impacts by tourism on heritage sites have to be avoided, by
regulating hit and run tourism, or to better balance visits geographically. Destinations increasingly focus on better balancing visitor flows to ensure sustainable development, to reduce pressure on heritage and to avoid negative impact in overloaded
places as well as to help “undertourism” areas to benefit from tourism.

The Role of Communication Tools
Communication has always played a key role in promoting tourism. Traditionally
word of mouth recommendations, printed media and books, radio, television and
films have been key elements for the destination marketing. In recent years, ICT
and social media have influenced increasingly visitors’ behavior and consequently
resulted in negative impacts on the natural and cultural heritage sites. The average
number of pages travelers browse before travelling is 182. Tourist destinations
seek to attract even more visitors using ICT tools, commercial internet platforms
and social media. To create expectations about a destination and reduce the uncertainty – tourists look for sources which they trust most. Modern tourists have more
trust in other travelers’ opinions using social media rather than official marketing
advice (Zivkovic et al. 2014).
What travelers look for when scrolling through Instagram feeds is how ‘Instagrammable’ the destination is, which nowadays is decisive of their decision-making.
Instagrammable means “a picture which is worth posting on Instagram” (Urban
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Dictionary 2019). In terms of destination marketing, they are attractive from an
outside view such as a colorful landscape, wild nature, cultural heritage or an impressive city scape or correspond to mainstream values like freedom, joyfulness or
wealth. These posts are eye-catching on Instagram and attract the attention of Instagram users and potential tourists to the destination. In just one decade, they have
become the most important features Destination Marketing Organizations (DMO)
consider when creating their destination strategy.

Social Media and Travel Platforms
People share their travel experiences posting pictures and textual content online
through different social media platforms. Instagram, TripAdvisor and increasingly
Airbnb are getting leading roles as interactive travel platforms. The content of the
platforms is user-generated and public – using hashtags on Instagram, providing
reviews on TripAdvisor or owner–visitor interactions on Airbnb. Instagram is an
open source for visual visitors’ experience, instead Trip Advisor and Airbnb are
commercial providers, offering travel information and products by private business
or public.
Instagram is a web platform operating since October 2010 and enables its users
to share pictures or Instagram stories. More than 70% of the overall content on Instagram is travel-related (O’Connor 2008). In February 2019, Instagram Info
Centre delivered statistics showing that Instagram has one billion active monthly
users and 500 million daily users. Instagram reported that 71% of its users are
under the age of 35.
TripAdvisor was launched in 2000 as travel guide and tourism related business.
A button with a call-for-action: “Visitors, add your own review”, was key for
growth of the world’s largest travel site (according to Jumpshot for TripAdvisor Sites). Recently, TripAdvisor relaunched its website as a social network enabling
users to share their experiences by posting travel-related content on their own
‘Activity Feeds’ that are similar to the ‘News Feeds’ on Facebook. Moreover, a new
option – Follow – gives a possibility to connect with other travelers, to see their
preferences and to share experiences from the places they have visited. Creating a
two-way communication generates more interest in sharing experiences online.
Travelers want to have relevant information before making their holiday decisions. TripAdvisor is seen as a trusted source of information, where 74% of
travelers visit TripAdvisor prior to booking. Four out of five people say that TripAdvisor makes them feel more confident in their booking decisions (TripAdvisor
2019). It often happens that tourists do not have clear ideas on where to go before
entering the platform. Therefore, TripAdvisor works closely with destinations offering them a possibility to add sponsored content which will then appear on users’
homepage or to appear as the first suggestion when users click on the search
section (at present e.g. Abu Dhabi, Dublin).
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TripAdvisor relates to the reviews on accommodations, restaurants and local
attractions and thus narrows the users circle in contrast to Instagram. According to
the Insider Picks Team, TripAdvisor is the most experience-driven travel site and a
strongly user-generated review community. In 2018, it generated approximately
730 million user reviews and opinions covering over eight million listings for restaurants, hotels, vacation rentals and attractions (Statista 2019). TripAdvisor
Investor statistics showed that on an average there are 490 million monthly users
of this platform.
Airbnb is an online marketplace launched as web platform “AirBedandBreakfast.com” in August 2008, offering one-of-a-kind activities hosted by locals. It acts
as a broker, arranges or offers lodging, primarily homestays, or host experiences,
receiving commissions from each booking. Hosts provide details for their rental or
event listings such as prices, allowed number of guests, home type, rules, and amenities. The online marketplace is today in competition with the traditional
hospitality industry and facilitates not only accommodation but also adventures,
experiences, restaurants, and interactions with the hosts. Guests receive information
regarding things to do or accessibility and may book activities with local guides,
including cooking classes, guided tours, and meetups. Hosts and guests have the
ability to leave reviews about their experience and to chat through a secure messaging system. The truthfulness and impartiality of reviews is guaranteed through a
divided review system of host and guest, linked after completion by both of them,
which aims to enhance accuracy and objectivity (Wikipedia 2019).

Investigations on Social Media Impacts
The impact of communication tools, especially visual and short information are increasingly determinant for the tourism development. Sharing visual content has
never been easier. Here the ICT tools and the increase of visual communication
and social media play an important role. Social media are the most important platforms where visual communication takes place and where it becomes influential.
Visual communication encourages emotions while emotions, coming from travelers’
past experiences or those they expect to be part of, are widely known drivers of travel decision-making process.
This type of communication can motivate and inspire, and in terms of tourism,
it can boost well-known as well as unknown and badly developed destinations.
However, this visual influence does not always bring positive results to destinations
– especially regarding tourist flows. In heritage destinations, this unforeseen and
exponential growth of tourist flow has an increasingly negative impact on natural
and cultural assets in a short period.
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2 Case Studies on Social Media and Tourism
Some well-known large and small heritage destinations affected by overtourism
have been studied based on their presence in social media and on travel platforms.
A follow-up study aimed at investigating the relation between social media presence and distribution of tourists over a larger territory has been undertaken. It is
important for the management of heritage sites to be aware of the maximal number
of visitors, which these assets can support in order to preserve their Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV). The Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch World Heritage Region
(SAJA) has been chosen to study opportunities to use ICT to improve tourist management. The WHS covers 824 km2 and includes 23 municipalities with 35,000
residents and five million visitors per year. The site is requested to elaborate a tourism management strategy in order to better balance visitors flow within the area
around the World Heritage perimeter (SAJA 2019).
The investigations undertaken in 2019 included examples of overtourism heritage sites which exceed permanently or periodically their carrying capacity and
shows impacts from increasing numbers of visitors. The selected small heritage
sites and Venice were investigated in April and updated October 2019 on internet,
in the relevant social media and on commercial travel websites. The posts,
pictures, videos, reviews or comments in social media had to be collected within a
short period, favorably within a few hours, since the numbers are changing permanently, often the figures differ from page to page of the same website, e.g. due to
different cultural zones or time differences.
For the study of the destinations inside SAJA WHS the list of key tourism spots
of the region were provided by the SAJA Management Centre. In addition, 22
hiking trails – five on the east, five on the west, seven on the north and five on the
south of the region – recommended through the website myswissalps.ch, were analyzed in April 2019. The list of highlights and key tourism spots has been used for
Instagram and TripAdvisor content analysis, together with the list of spots on the
hiking trails.
Instagram Analysis: By using different hashtags, people express opinions
related to their travel experiences in a public way, which is not the case with other
social media platforms (e.g. Facebook). Each tourism spot along the trails was analyzed and then sorted depending on trails’ position and added to the nearest destination. Double mentions and multiple meanings have been sorted out. 185 spots
were examined, sorted into 13 geograhical destinations: Kandersteg, Schilthorn,
Jungfrau, Lauterbrunnen, Grindelwald, Rosenlaui, Guttannen, Goms, Eggishorn,
Bettmeralp, Aletschbord-Belalp, Raron-Niedergesteln and Fafleralp.
TripAdvisor Analyses were focused on the most important features, tourism
business and services, and cultural offers of the destinations of the World Heritage
Region mainly the number of reviews for all tourism spots on the list. The number
of posts, including pictures and videos, reviews in different languages and other
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details regarding tourist offers were collected. After the information on Number of
Reviews, Languages, Number of Posts and Demand for each spot was collected,
all the places were sorted into 13 destinations.

Findings
Increasingly less known heritage destinations are getting trendy and “Instagrammable”, and tourism is flourishing without having adequate infrastructures and
tourism services in place. The sites overrun without being prepared are usually extraordinary places like landscapes, cultural or religious heritage sites promoted by
media and consequently boosted by social media.

Small Overtourism Sites in Europe
The Dolomites area is a fascinating alpine landscape with rugged geological features, encompassing multiple tourism destinations in three regions in Italy. It is well
known for its scenery and highly promoted in numerous books and journals as well
in documentaries on television or on numerous websites. UNESCO recognized the
geological landscape due to its outstanding universal value as serial Natural WHS.
Thanks to its ‘Instagrammability’ it is well represented in Social Media. Some of
the sites are (as of 30 September 2019).
• Cortina d’Ampezzo (place of the Olympic Games 2026) #cortinadampezzo:
228,024 posts
• The Lago Misurina #misurina: 43,070 posts,
• Tre Cime di Lavaredo: #trecimedilavaredo: 119,727 posts, #trecime: 59,240
posts and #dreizinnen: 65,492 posts.
Lago di Bries is a fascinating valley with an extraordinary scenery, encircled by an
alpine landscape with a romantic lake in the middle. It is a very small destination
bordering the Dolomites World Heritage perimeter in the Val Pusteria (Province
Bolzano, Italy). It became famous as the show place of the Italian Television Rai 1
fiction series “Un passo dal cielo”. During high season in the summer, the valley is
practically non accessible due to intensive traffic; the limited parking spaces (even
though costly) and also the few hotels and restaurants in the vicinity become overcrowded. Lago di Bries is a typical hit and run place with a low carrying capacity,
invaded by holiday tourists from the entire region.
•

Lago di Bries/Pragser Wildsee: #lagodibraies: 247,052 posts and #pragserwildsee
66,533 posts, Trip Advisor: 4049 reviews
The Scala dei Turchi is an attractive white coastal geological formation on the
South Coast of Sicily and has been included on the tentative list for World Heritage
by Italy. During high season the Scala dei Turchi has become crowded by visitors
and represents a typical hit and run place. It became increasingly famous due to
Rai 1 fiction written by the Italian writer Andrea Camilleri: Commissario Montalbano. Due to its celebrity it became a fascinating ‘Instagrammable’ feature.
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Scala dei Turchi: #scaladeiturchi: 144,719 posts, TripAdvisor >4000 posts and
pictures (22 June 2019)
Valle Verzasca, a valley in Southern Switzerland, is known for its raging river with
emerald green water, flowing through rock outcrops within a fascinating alpine
landscape and with a small lake. Thanks to the river’s good visibility, it became famous as a river diving destination. A bungy jump from the Verzasca dam was the
initial sequence of James Bond's “Golden Eye”. Since the tourism infrastructure is
insufficient and the valley reachable only by car or bus (postbus every two hours),
it has become a popular hit and run destination during high season and weekends.
Due to low carrying capacity, difficult accessibility and limited parking spaces,
Valle Verzasca has become periodically an overtourism site. In recent years it was
promoted on social media by young people from the Milan metropolitan area and
has consequently seen a rush of visitors and consequently caused resistance by resident people.
• Valle Verzasca: #verzasca: 28,290 posts, #valleverzasca: 30,381 posts + 742
posts related to other notions and languages (2 October 2019)
Trolltunga (Troll tongue) is part of the Precambrian bedrock situated about 1,100
metres above sea level in the municipality of Odda in Hordaland county, Norway.
The cliff juts horizontally out from the mountain, about 700 metres above the north
side of the lake Ringedalsvatnet. Until 2010, less than 800 people hiked to Trolltunga each year. In 2016, there were already more than 80,000 people, making it
one of Norway's most popular hikes without adequate tourist infrastructure in
place. During high season long queues of hikers wait in front of the cliff to take a
picture of the amazing view from the trolls tongue to the lake (Wikipedia 2019).
• Trolltunga: #trolltunga 160,597 posts, #trolltunganorway 5,686 posts (2
October 2019)

•

Venice – Comparison of Media and Visitors Presences
Venice is present in all kind of media and recently the increasing visitor numbers
and exceeding carrying capacity are issues of public dispute. As a WHS, Venice
and its lagoon represents a rich natural and cultural heritage exposed to impacts
from climate change, deterioration of architectural heritage and lagoon ecosystems
as well as mass tourism.
The fame of Venice began in ancient times. Famous for its cultural tangible and
intangible heritage, historic buildings, numerous famous cultural and traditional
events such as, Art and Architecture Biennale, concerts at the La Fenice Theater
and other churches and historic places, outstanding museums and exhibitions, film
festival and other activities regularly attract hundreds of thousands of visitors.
Most of the attractions in Venice are non-reproducible, considering that they are
authentic for a specific environment, and many of them are public goods which are
often not regulated by market mechanisms. Thousands of articles, films, books testify the enchanting beauty of the ancient lagoon city. The presence of Venice in social media and high numbers of influencers from show business finally boosted its
worldwide reputation exponentially. The exponential growth of the presence on
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social media is certainly one reason for the increase of unsustainable activities and
consequently for a negative impact of tourism on the local environment. This is
especially the case of hotspots (e.g. St Mark's Square) which are repeatedly shown.
However, there are still many parts of Venice undiscovered by tourists.
Its recent promotion through media is traceable only partially. Nevertheless,
some selected figures available regarding presence in media and social media give
an impression of the tourism development and the potential impact on natural and
cultural heritage in past decades.
Thousands of books on Venice have been published; a selection of volumes
worth reading is listed on the website www.italiannotes.com. The website www.goodreads.com recommends 249 books worth reading. A recent boost were the novels
of Donna Leon who has been writing since 1992 about 30 novels, among them 29
episodes in the series of Commissario Brunetti, translated in over 35 languages and
with over 2 million books sold. The German television has produced 22 episodes of
Commissario Brunetti for the broadcast, which gives the location a permanent presence in the enormous German tourism market (Wikipedia 2019).
Around 700 films were produced or were located in Venice (Prasso 2016) and
151 web pages are listed in the category “Films set in Venice” (Wikipedia 2019).
Thousands of Hashtags are listed on Instagram, only #venice exceeded 13 million posts and #venezia 8 million posts end of September 2019.
On TripAdvisor, in total 819 activities were offered in Venice; the City of
Venice is mentioned in 1.510.309 reviews and opinions and 614,668 photos and
102 videos are available. St Mark’s Square (Piazza San Marco) is presented by
25,000 photos and received 35,910 reviews (6 October 2019). The City of Venice
Travel Forum contains 48,456 recommendations and topics from its community.
Table 1: The reviews and opinions on TripAdvisor for Venice (7 October 2019: 10 a.m.)
Category
Hotels
Others (Flats, B&B)
Activities
Restaurants

Number
517
848
1076
1884

Reviews
435, 963
7, 694
345, 709
631, 364

In Venice the conversion of rented homes to second houses and short-term accommodation especially of residents moving to the mainland, contributes to raising
house prices, eroding of local communities, and consequently decrease of social
services. In Venice, more than 60 % of the houses are Airbnb offers. This is an increase of 13 % in only one year (Fig 1). The city of Venice was home to a total of
8907 Airbnb listings for either rooms or entire apartments (Fig. 2). Of all listings,
75% advertise an entire home or apartment, not a room. Of the total listings, at
least 6832 are considered active, having received a review – and thus a booking –
in the last six months. “In comparison to population and housing stock, the total
number of listings, there are approximately 3 listings every 100 residents in the
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city, and 6 listings for every 100 houses.” (Inside Airbnb 2019) There were
550,000 guest reviews available (Airbnb 2 October 2019).
Figure 1: Trend line of Airbnb listings in Venice from July 2015 to August 2019
(Source: Inside Airbnb 2019)

Figure 2: The distribution of Airbnb offers in Venice, 11 May 2019: red – entire home/apt;
green – private room; blue – shared room (Source: http://insideairbnb.com/venice/)
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The presence of the City of Venice on social media websites can be compared with
the development of the visitors and its residents. The carrying capacity (daily
guests – residents relation) as defined in the nomination files for the World Heritage property, was previously exceeded in the 1990's seasonally or periodically
(e.g. during events). Since around 2011, the carrying capacity is exceeding almost
daily. The regular “City Users” already reached 182,000 persons (Tab. 2). In addition, there are day tourists arriving by car, bus, train from the mainland areas or by
cruise ships (1.56 million passengers/year). Furthermore, there are 32,000 overnight guests whereas the carrying capacity can absorb not more than 60,000 persons/day.
Table 2: “City Users” Venice: Persons with a stable relation to the City of Venice (source:
Gruppo 26Aprile 2019)
Categories of “City Users”
Residents Venice and islands
University students and other members non resident
Scholars non resident
Workers and commuters
Second house owners including family members

Numbers
80,000
20,000
2,000
30,000
18,000

Total persons with frequent presence
Overnight guests (daily average)

150,000
32,000

Total daily “City Users”

182,000

Source
Municipal registry office

Venetian Mobility Office
Estimation based on second
house tax (IMU)
Estimation based on tourism
directory 2017

Figure 3: Comparison of the development of visitors and residents in Venice from 1951 –
2018 (Source: Statistics of the Municipality (residents) and estimation based on ISTAT data
(visitors)
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The figures and numbers show that there are many more visitors than residents
in Venice (Fig. 3). The carrying capacity has been exceeded during the last 10
years, all year round. The number of tourists constantly grows exponentially while
the residential population on the island is constantly decreasing and reached
53,976 in 2018. Beside the promotion effect of media and social media, the
tourism infrastructure and services are continuously further enhanced. The Venice
Airport System, that includes Venice and Treviso, registered almost 13.4 million
passengers in 2017 (2016: 12.3 million; 2014: 10.7 million). The increase of public
transport, airport, cruise ship ports, new transport means (e.g. tramway), indicate
that new hospitality infrastructures on the island as well as on the mainland, and
new online travel marketplaces are contributing to the uncontrolled and exponential
tourism development.

Destinations of the World Heritage Region Jungfrau-Aletsch
The analysis of the presence on Instagram (Tab. 3, Fig. 4) and TripAdvisor (Tab. 4,
Fig. 5) of the World Heritage site Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch (SAJA) show considerable differences between over- and undertourism among the destinations in
and around the World Heritage territory (Sormaz/Ruoss 2020). The differences are
due to geographic situation, history of tourism, accessibility, marketing, destination
management, fame of the tourist attractions and target groups. Today the main destinations are facing overtourism, the destinations with undertourism are still less
popular, even though attractiveness and clustering of tourism highlights might be
higher.
Table 3: Number of posts on Instagram of the destinations and trails of the SAJA Region in
March 2019 (Sormaz/Ruoss 2020)
Destination
Jungfrau
Lauterbrunnen
Grindelwald
Schilthorn
Kandersteg
Eggishorn
Guttannen
Bettmeralp
Rosenlaui
Aletschbord-Belalp
Goms
Fafleralp
Raron-Niedergesteln
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Number of posts (A)
317,133
143,824
202,660
94,507
108,731
22,332
22,123
27,724
22,234
12,137
3,361
1,585
1,837

Number of
posts on trails (B)
/
128,799
27,715
28,657
8,800
14,850
5,924
/
1,147
1,332
8,699
1,605
900

Total number
of posts (ΣA+B)
317,133
272,623
230,375
123,164
117,531
37,182
28,047
27,724
23,381
13,469
12,060
3,190
2,737
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Table 4: Number of reviews on TripAdvisor in the destinations of the SAJA Region in April
2019 (Sormaz/Ruoss 2020)
Destination
Jungfrau
Lauterbrunnen
Grindelwald
Schilthorn
Kandersteg
Eggishorn
Guttannen
Bettmeralp
Rosenlaui
Fafleralp
Aletschbord-Belalp
Goms
Raron-Niedergesteln

Number of
reviews (A)
4,463
565
/
4,084
541
111
438
1,572
1,273
74
84
/
/

Number of reviews
on trails (B)
/
2,289
4,197
65
102
356
132
/
/
49
251
/
14

Total number of
reviews (ΣA+B)
4,463
2,854
4,197
4,149
643
467
570
1,572
1,273
123
337
/
14

Tourism spots in the area of the Jungfrau – such as: Jungfrau, Jungfraujoch, Jungfraubahn, Konkordiaplatz, Sphinx, Ice Palace, Alpine Sensation and Jungfrau
Eiger Walk – hold the first position on Instagram with more than 317,000 posts (on
22 March 2019). Lauterbrunnen follows with more than 270,000, Grindelwald
with more than 230,000 and then, Schilthorn and Kandersteg with around 120,000
posts.
Figure 4: The Instagram presence of 13 destination around the SAJA World Heritage site in
March 2019 (Sormaz/Ruoss 2020; map source: SAJA Management Centre)
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The TripAdvisor map (Fig. 5) shows that the northern destinations of the World
Heritage Region are much better represented. The destination on the first position
on TripAdvisor is Jungfrau with more than 4,400 reviews (4 April 2019) which
corresponds to the results of Instagram. Fafleralp and Raron-Niedergesteln are the
destinations with the lowest presence – 123 and 14 reviews (4 April 2019), while
spots of Goms have not been reviewed on TripAdvisor.
Compared to Instagram, the TripAdvisor analysis produced much lower numbers. This is due to different platform concepts and targets. The analysis of reviews
on TripAdvisor shows the absence of many tourism spots. The number of analyzed
spots is 185 out of which visitors reviewed 57. This corresponds to 30.81% of analysed key tourism spots. In particular, high demand has been mentioned for two out
of 185 analyzed spots, which are Jungfraujoch and the Sphinx Observatory.
Figure 5: The TripAdvisor presence of 13 destination around the SAJA World Heritage site
in April 2019 (Source: Sormaz/Ruoss 2020, map source SAJA Management Centre)

3 Impact of Social Media on Heritage Sites
Communication is traditionally a main tool in destination marketing of heritage
sites. In recent years social media have becomea key driver in tourism development.
The information is available as a worldwide open source and in all major
languages. The information from the social media websites is considered by the
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users as reliable and thanks to the traveler contributions as well as host-guest-guest
interactions credible. The visualization is a major criteria and fits to the view from
outside, eye-catching for visitors from all over the world.
The power of pictures is well working in destination marketing and has reached
its maximum with today’s ICT and social media development. It has been shown
that the perspective from inside and outside is highly different. A study on pictures
in media communication in the Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch World Heritage and
the Entlebuch Biosphere Reserve has shown that media select photos according to
the target groups. Media addressed to local people use pictures with high identification meanwhile those promoting destinations use pictures attracting visitors
(Müller 2006, Müller and Backhaus 2007). Hence, the pictures in social media are
a very effective instrument to attract visitors.
Especially Instagram focuses on visualization and aims at sharing travel experiences, which is attractive to travelers. Visual content from an outsider’s perspective
shared by visitors is mainly about nature, landscapes, mountains, beaches, monuments and cultural heritage. In contrast, an insider’s perspective given by the locals
and businesses of the place (e.g. destination marketing organizations – DMOs,
hotels, restaurants) is dominating the “activity feeds” on TripAdvisor and Airbnb.
The visual content shared by them shows local values such as festivities, traditional
events and local food, crafts, as well as indigenous people, and houses.
The investigations show that the role of visual and social media in destination
marketing has gained enormous influence on traveler behavior in just one decade.
Especially in small heritage sites the booming visitors flow results in impacts to
natural and cultural heritage, local economy and population. The targeted or even
passive and unexpected publicity through social media or by influencers are almost
predestined to launch a mass tourism in short time. Formerly little or unknown sites
with insufficient or no tourism infrastructure and business can be overrun by visitors
periodically or seasonally, such as Valle Verzasca or Trolltunga. The combination of
visual media presence (television, movies, short films or music clips on YouTube)
and social media presence can boost sites such as Lago di Bries or Scala dei Turchi.
A series of heritage sites, especially World Heritage sites, have already limited
access for tourists or introduced measures improving visitor management.
Examples discussed in the world’s media are Hallstatt in Austria, Ibiza in Spain,
Machu Picchu in Peru, Maya Bay known from the movie “The Beach” of the Phi
Phi islands in Thailand, Komodo islands in Indonesia, Petra in Jordan, Boracay Island in the Philippines or the canyon Fjaðrárgljúfur in Island, famous from the
Justin Bieber music video “I'll Show You”. The risk of becoming famous in a short
time or the impacts on natural and cultural heritage from visitors crowds are
mostly unpredictable and heritage destination strategies or management plans are
often in-existent or badly implemented. Furthermore, benefit for the local
population is mostly limited due to the missing tourism business and professional
competences, so intercultural conflicts may arise.
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In contrast, Venice is a traditional historic city, where fame and tourism
increased simultaneously during centuries. Media, books and movies situated in
Venice have for a long time created a “must have seen/been” for travelers. The
steadily growing tourism sector together with improved transportation and decreasing travel costs have made Venice a top tourist destination attracting tourists from
all over the world. In parallel cultural events and cultural institutions have settled
in the city on the lagoon island. The increase of visitors is in contrast to the resident
numbers, since young people and families are more and more moving to the main
land. In the last ten years the social media presence e.g. on Instagram, TripAdvisor
and other travel platforms has boosted tourism even more. Permanent residence
houses were smoothly transformed to guesthouses, as made evident on the Airbnb
platform. The combination of permanent “City Users” and hit and run tourists have
finally resulted in exceeding carrying capacity daily, almost all year (UNESCO
Venice Office 2010).
The present development is a continuous upscaling upon a helix. The planned
and implemented measures such as tourist tax, people counter, alternative routes,
and redistribution of tourists, or fees for day visitors are little effective and have
not lead to an improvement and will do so in future. A tourism destination strategy
is non-existent, and an updated World Heritage management plan is still under elaboration and will undoubtedly not be effective. They were not shared among political authorities, residents and stakeholders, and responsible governing bodies
show little willingness to implement radical decisions (Somers Cocks 2014, 2015).
For years, UNESCO has been dealing with the request by its advisory bodies to include the site on the list of World Heritage in danger. Political interference has successfully hindered such a step up to date (Somers Cocks 2016). “Tourism is killing
Venice, but it's also the only key to survival” titled an article the situation (Edwards
2017). It looks like a self-organization within a chaotic system is needed to get out
of the dilemma. The devastating floods in Venice mid November 2019 will boost
again the media presence and consequently the visitor crowds extremely.
The circumstances in Venice nowadays can be a scenario of many other
tourism destinations since the phenomena of overtourism or hit and run tourism are
matter of long lasting inappropriate management strategies (Heuser Huerta 2017).
After opposition from their residents, some have already envisaged measures
against mass tourism e.g. Dubrovnik, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Mallorca, Quebec.
There is no solution fitting for all, but destinations playing a proactive role in an
early stage will certainly be capable to better manage tourist flows.

4 Social Media and Tourism Management in Heritage
Destinations
The Instagram and TripAdvisor analyses show the big difference between the northern part and the other slopes of the SAJA World Heritage Region. The World He-
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ritage perimeter is almost inhabited. Jungfraujoch and its Sphinx Observatory – an
international research station – is a particular spot within the World Heritage property, receiving posts from visitors as well as from scientific professionals.
Good connections of transport make the northern destinations easily accessible
and prone to ‘hit and run tourism’. Thanks to the good connectivity, it is possible to
visit these destinations in one day from almost any part of Switzerland. Due to
high visitor numbers in short periods, the areas of the northern side of the World
Heritage property might face negative impacts. Tourism management strategies
have been elaborated in the framework of the SAJA management plan to prevent
negative impacts on the natural World Heritage site and the local population.
The study showed that social media analysis are effective instruments in visitor
management strategies. Numbers of hashtags, posts and reviews are excellent indicators and tools to visualize over- and undertourism destinations in large areas.
Due to the continuously changing numbers of hashtags and posts within hashtags,
short term visitor flows can be observed. They can be considered as fast and costeffective and therefore ideal to monitor and forecast tourism developments.
Information regarding crowded places, best visiting hours, availability of
parking spaces, closure of restaurants and hotels, or other obstacles can be disseminated on the spot with ICT applications. Considering that 85% of leisure travelers
decide about their activities and the tourism spots after arriving at the destination
(Think With Google 2019), it is likely that many travelers will choose proposed alternatives in case their first choice is highlighted on the map as crowded at that
specific time. Suggestions are offered immediately to the traveler and it will be up
to the visitor’s decision whether to visit the place at that particular time or to
choose proposed alternative.
Communication through social media is especially useful for undertourism
destinations with the need for tourism enhancement. Without social media communication, destinations are running a risk of not reaching their audience and tourism
segments. It is crucial to know the target groups to interact with this audience properly. There is no single product to be successful in every destination. Therefore, it
is necessary to design and offer products according to the audience destinations
want to attract (localization, customization).
There are many destinations without official social media pages. It would be
necessary first to create official pages on both Instagram and TripAdvisor (and
possibly Facebook) as well as to create hashtags and geotags and to communicate
the destinations to potential visitors. Generally, decision on which social media
platform to use depends on which segment the destination wants to attract. Instagram is the most used social media platform by Generation Z (Business insider
2019). Reviews posted on TripAdvisor can be used preferably for branding since
they give a clear picture on what visitors like the most about a specific destination.
Hashtags have to be communicated and destinations should invite visitors to use
them. The application of signs, made by artists or artisans, at less visited spots and
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viewpoints could be an appropriate way to facilitate the use of the hashtags. To
avoid overcrowding at those viewpoints, marks should be moved to other places
periodically.
Emotions and experiences are fundamental for travel decisions. Creativity, as
an emotional element, can be very successful when applied to destination
marketing. Application of different objects can be used to promote less visited
spots as well as to increase appreciation of the natural environment. An example is
the set-up of a typewriter for three days at a spot with scenic view at the Grand Canyon National Park (2019), which is a very powerful connection between visitors
and the environment.
Connecting with social media influencers might be useful for both over- and
under-visited areas. These are the people with thousands of followers with a potential to influence their decision-making processes by promoting and/or recommending different products and services.
Storytelling is part of tourism interpretation and could be especially useful for
less visited parts of the region. Locals can be involved by telling their story or a legend about the place they live in, to be shared on social media platforms, while at
the same time creating sentiment.
The hiking tours in and around the SAJA World Heritage site, are promoted
mainly on www.myswissalps.ch. Social Media platforms could be used to spread
the tourism activities and to raise awareness on nature preservation simultaneously.

5 Communication and ICT Tools in Heritage Destination
Management
ICTs – in particular, mobile technologies – have been considered a good form of
assistance to World Heritage sites' managers in promoting responsible and sustainable tourism. Therefore, ICT solutions are getting instruments to balance visitor
flows within the area. In future, more and more travelers will use exclusively
smartphones and applications together with social media sources to travel “pretrip, on-trip and post-trip”. Visualization of travel destinations will increasingly determine the travel behavior and visually oriented travel planning applications will
help to choose the most ‘Instagrammable’ places for our trips (e.g. 8xplorer app
2019).
ICT tools and their applications and social media could be used more
frequently and effectively to manage both, overloaded and less visited areas and to
promote a responsible, sustainable tourism. They could be used to
• raise awareness regarding heritage values and respect towards residents
• improve education and behavior of tourists visiting a heritage site
• promote alternative visits or events in periods of high pressure
• increase communication among local actors and stakeholders from conservation
and tourism
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•

provide ICT platforms and community WIFI networks to facilitate the interaction among indigenous people, actors, visitors and destination management.
GISs (Geographic Information Systems) offer great opportunities for the development of modern tourism applications planning based on data collections and
analysis and especially using maps (Ruoss/Alfarè 2013b; Jovanovic/Njegus 2008).
The Carrying Capacity may differ within the territory of heritage sites. GIS-based
mobile applications could provide visualizations on contemporary situation on
tourism spots, highlighting those in conflict with the Carrying Capacity and
offering tourists alternatives. Maps are considered ‘easy-to-read’ and therefore effective and quick tools to interpret the situation.
Overtourism is directly linked to overcapacity in tourism business. Infrastructure
fostering quantitative tourism growth should be strictly limited, the quality of
visitor experience guaranteed and the benefit of local population assured. Visiting
communities, groups and individuals (CGIs) foster social cohesion, which has positive effects on the well-being of people, both residents and visitors (Zagato
2015). Therefore, all actors have to be involved in co-developing of heritage and
tourism leading to the creation of a corporate and positive image of destinations.
Strategies should focus on bridging the “destination management perception
gap” and create a new paradigm, introducing a “stewardship approach” (CREST
2018). The target of tourism strategies has to seek optimizing tourism, not maximizing it. Responsible tourism has to focus on conservation and protection of
tangible and intangible heritage and avoiding negative impacts instead of
increasing infrastructure and business attracting even more tourists and boost revenues of investors (Responsible Tourism 2019). New destination evidence based
Governance and Management systems should be established. UNWTO (2019) published therefore “Guidelines for Institutional Strengthening of Destination Management Organizations (DMOs)” to facilitate the change processes of destinations
with regard to the future challenges of tourism.
UNWTO (2018a, b) elaborated strategic frameworks to better use culture tourism synergies and to fight overtourism, and to improve travel experiences and hospitality in tourism destinations:
• Time-based and geographic dispersal of visitors
• Visitors’ segmentation and alternative visitor itineraries and attractions
• Create experiences that benefit both residents and visitors
• Improve site infrastructure and facilities
• Communicate with and engage local stakeholders and visitors
• Review and adapt regulations, and set monitoring and response measures
• Ensure local communities benefit from tourism
In a Webinar organized by the International Institute of Tourism Studies of the
George Washington University, Jonathan Tourtellot presented strategic recommendations for stewardship destinations (GWU 2018):
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•
•
•
•
•

Recognize the tipping point: More is not always better. Determine max capacity and monitor social media to determine traveler hot lists.
Plan ahead: Make tourism part of comprehensive urban, regional and destination
planning.
Stay flexible and adaptable: What works for historic sites does not necessarily
work for beach destinations. Needs differ and change over time.
Rethink good governance and management: DMOs have a vital role to play
and need to participate in the sustainable management of destinations.
Redirect visitors: travel smarter, seek out hidden gems and contribute to the
protection of the places.

6 Conclusions
People have never been educated on how to participate in visiting heritage destinations – either natural or cultural. Social media create a platform to educate
potential visitors and to promote a picturesque landscape of destinations while at
the same time, raise awareness regarding heritage values, preservation and threats
to education, and thus delegating responsibility to visitors.
ICT and social media will increasingly play a key role in further boosting tourism, but they should also take a decisive role in changing the paradigm, defining
and implementing new destination concepts focused on local evidences as well as
quality instead of quantity. Such new “heritage stewardship destination” strategies
have to focus on quality tourism and involve all actors in entire decision processes.
Communication can and has to provide tools to lower impact on heritage and to
increase the visitors experience simultaneously. The targets of communication
should be to improve communication among local actors and stakeholders from
conservation and tourism, to increase awareness regarding heritage values and respect towards residents, to improve behavior of tourists visiting a heritage site, and
to promote alternative visits or events in periods of high pressure. Communication
and ICT tools could provide instruments to improve travel quality, especially with
regard to interactions among actors, visitors and destination management.
Media and ICT applications will have significant roles in new governance and
management models, supporting the distribution of tourist flows, balancing overand undertourism, in space and time. It will further help to improve communication
among local actors and stakeholders as well as contribute to awareness raising, dissemination of information, and influence tourist behavior. ICT tools may include
online platforms for information exchange among actors, smartphone applications
or GPS-based and GIS systems for tracking tourism movements and simultaneously
informing visitors about limits, obstacles and alternatives before and during their
visits.
Over tourism needs to be prevented at an early stage and numbers should be limited at the roots. Technological or smart solutions are important, however they
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will not solve the problem of tourism congestion alone. Social media analyses are
effective instruments to balance over- and undertourism. The number of hashtags,
posts and reviews are excellent indicators and tools to visualize tourism development. Observing social media presence can be considered as fast and costeffective, and therefore ideal instrument to monitor and forecast tourism developments.
A changed tourism paradigm has to be based on local evidences, giving priority
to those services respecting the values of the place. A “heritage stewardship destination” model, focusing on quality tourism which involves all actors in the
decision processes creates added value for locals and visitors, offers opportunities
to jointly engage in the conservation of their heritage, to improve their own living
standards and experience, and to share equally costs and benefits.
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